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“Our file transfers are now much faster and more secure than with our previous server. We also needed a new, simpler approach 
to file transfer that users of any level could understand and FileCatalyst was able to deliver that.” 

- Bell Media -

FileCatalyst Central is a web-based monitoring tool that acts as a united gateway to your entire FileCatalyst deployment. 
Central allows you to view ongoing transfers in real-time, drill into transaction histories and reports, view alarms, remotely 
configure nodes and initiate transfers. From a single map view you can inspect connected nodes and remotely control 
them. FileCatalyst Central provides visibility to all FileCatalyst client applications and server nodes in a single centralized 
location. 

Session Details
Each transfer between nodes is captured as a session in Central. You can view all the statistics on the session as a whole 
or on an individual file within the session. You can also view the status of the transfer. From the Transfers page, you can 
also view current transfers or previous transfers.

REST API and Scripting 
Central provides a full REST API which developers can use to further expand the existing functionality. Through the REST 
API you can programmatically perform any UI action as well as invoke remote transfers. 

Remote Transfers Execution

Node to Node
Central exposes the ability to connect to any TransferAgent node on the network and perform transfers. This eliminates 
the need for Central administrators having to use other tools to access the machine the TransferAgent is installed on to 
perform file transfers.  

FileCatalyst TransferController
The TransferController is an extension of Central and offers the ability to perform node to node transfers from any 
location. The TransferController abstracts the complexity of making individual calls to each node by providing a single 
transfer interface to handle the back end communication between the different FileCatalyst components. The 
TransferController exposes a REST API that can be easily integrated within any application. 

Real-Time Monitoring 
File transfers are monitored in real-time via the map or the overview page. The map view can be customized by 
configuring a custom map canvas and by grouping components of the FileCatalyst deployment into more complex objects.

Stay Alerted With Alarms
Set a wide variety of alarms for application and file transfer events including successful, failed or canceled transfers. 
Alarms can be configured as SNMP traps, email notifications or be viewed from the Central web console.

Node Administration
A node in Central could be a FileCatalyst Server, TransferAgent or HotFolder. From the Nodes page, you can view all the 
nodes in the system and remotely administer them.
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The main map and data view is the dashboard screen where all pertinent network information can be 
scanned on one screen.

• The map view shows nodes, alarms notifications, and active links
• Users can select one or more nodes, links between nodes, groups of nodes, or all nodes on the map
• Bandwidth shows current rates for selected nodes
• Task list shows HotFolder tasks of node(s) selected in map
• Session list shows active transfers of selected nodes
• Alarm list shows active alarms for nodes
• Last 100 file list shows recent transfers by node or task selected
• Histogram view shows data transfer volumes over variable time frames (hour, day, week) for selected node(s)
• All stats (rate, histogram, last files, etc) are available in under a second powered by our new Central real-time 
  statistics engine (tm).

User Interface - Main admin interface
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“Aside from the speed gains, we found FileCatalyst to be a much more reliable and resilient method of file delivery over 
a FTP application. The improved file transfer has enabled us to cover more up-to-date situational reports on the field 

because the turnaround time in bringing in these reports and materials was drastically reduced.” 
 - United Nations, UNIFEED -

Classic View is the original FileCatalyst Central dashboard available in Central v3.6 or ealier. It 
shows all the current transfers across all nodes and provides an overall bandwidth usage, as well 
as alarms for the entire system. This is the most basic functionality of Central in 3.7. For the more 
advanced view see Map and Data View. 

Admin Interface  “zoomed in” 
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“The biggest benefit of FileCatalyst has been the ability to send large file sizes quickly and allowing outside parties to send files 
to us, without the hassle of being limited to file size. The BFI is now able to transfer files securely, without risking compromised or 

leaked files during transit and it’s easy to add and manage multiple users.” 
- British Film Institute -

Map and Data Nodes such as FileCatalyst Server, TransferAgent or HotFolder may be placed graphically on a map 
overlay. The map image is customizable and multiple map images may be saved. Each particular map can be 
“un-docked”, making monitoring easier on systems with multiple displays. The nodes can be grouped into sections and 
reporting can be limited to only a certain group of nodes or a sub system. 

Maps and layouts are fully customizable and can be shown based on geographical location or on a network 
topology. Above is an example of a world map, which some of our clients refer to as the “World Domination Map”

Search allows for detailed searches by file name, session, specific user, file size, date of the file transfer etc
.
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“The issues we were experiencing using FTP to transfer our files including lengthy and incomplete transfers and poor asset 
management were immediately solved with FileCatalyst. FileCatalyst sinks its teeth into the line to ensure the file gets to where it 

needs to go on time.” 
- Matthew Westrup, Travel Channel -

Reports allow users to filter the reports by node, a group of nodes or a specific time period.

Nodes add a new HTML5 remote administration capability to all nodes including HotFolder and TransferAgent.

Clicking on any given node will open the remote administration of the node. Here is an example of clicking on a HotFolder Node:
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“FileCatalyst did a great job in Sochi and we knew they would be up for the even greater challenge of the Rio summer games. 
They proved this in how well the system handled the load and provided even better monitoring tools to help manage the traffic.”

- Jim Miles, NBC Sports Group -

Here is an example of clicking on the TransferAgent node, with the added ability to browse and transfer any file located on 
that node: 

FileCatalyst Central users can connect to any given TransferAgent node and start moving files to any other FileCatalyst 
Server remotely without the need for remote access to the node. Similar functionality is also available via FileCatalyst 
TransferController, which allows users to script file transfers (either via REST or CLI) between any TransferAgent nodes 
passing data via a selected FileCatalyst Server. TransferController saves money as less servers are required for 
deployment to achieve global node-to-node file transfers capabilities. All transfers started via TransferController are 
visible on both the map and classic views in Central.
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It was quite a simple decision in the end. Out of all the providers we approached, FileCatalyst were very responsive from the first 
point of contact, and got what we were trying to achieve

- David Peto, CEO Aframe -
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Here is an example of the TransferAgent Configuration menu:

Transfers provide complete visibility to all current and archived transfers. The retention time for archived transfers 
can be configured.
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“FileCatalyst has been a great resource for us. Heading into World Cup, the world’s most watched sporting event, it made sense 
to rely on software with a proven track record in sports production workflows.” 

- TV 2 Norway -

Alarms There are over 20 alarms to choose from and admins can decide what actions to take on specific alarms, such 
as send an email, trigger SNMP trap, etc. 

Statistics Engine
Reports are shown in near real time with minimal delay 
(usually less than one second). The Stats engine has 
been optimized to work with literally hundreds of 
concurrent file transfers and was used during the Rio 
Olympic Summer Games by NBC Sports Group. During 
the games, which was broadcast for just over 2 weeks, 
more than 74,000 files were transferred, totalling more 
than 240TB. The Stats engine handles current and 
archived transfers with the same speed and 
performance. Statistics can be compiled  based on 
individual nodes, groups of nodes or sessions. This gives 
administrators almost instant insight into critical file 
transfers and allows admin to quickly measure traffic and 
identify usage patterns. 
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Most of the statistics are shown as histograms, but they can also be represented visually by just looking at the links 
between nodes on the map. 

For example, we can quickly see here that data is flowing fine between Stamford and Rio. (no data is flowing between any 
other nodes and there are no alarms as there are no red exclamation marks hovering over any nodes).




